












































































































[uranus49:-/Documents/paper] tanaka% .Ia.out 
size of char = 1 
size of short = 2 
size of int = 4 
size of long = 4 
size of long long = 8 
size of float = 4 
size of double = 8 
size of long double = 8 
[uranus49:-/Documents/paper] tanaka% cat pr1_1.c 
#include <stdio.h> 
mainO 
printf("size of char = %d¥nぺsizeof(char)); 
printf("size of short = %d¥nぺsizeof(short)); 
printf("size of int = %d¥n"，sizeof(int)); 
printfC'size of long = %d¥n" ，sizeof(long)); 
printf("size of long long = %d¥n" ，sizeof(long long)); 
printf("size of float = %d¥n" ，sizeof(float)); 
printf("size of double = %d¥n"，sizeof(double)); 


















































































[uranus49:......./Documents/paper] tanaka% ./a.out 
size of a = 20 
address of a= bffffd30 
size of c = 4 
data of c = bffffd30 












































[uranus49:-/Documents/paper] tanaka% ./a.out 
size of a = 20 
address of a= bf行fd30
size of c = 4 
data of c = b附fd30









































[uranus49:，../Documents/paper] tanaka% ./a.out 
size of a = 20 
address of a= bffffd30 
size of c = 4 
data of c = b附fd30




printf("size of a = %d¥naddress of a= %x¥n"，sizeof(a)，&a); 
b(a); 







































[uranus49:-/Documents/paper] tanaka% .Ia.out 
size of a = 20 
address of a= bffffd30 
size of c = 4 
data of c = b附fd30
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Abstract 
We research what happens or how is process in the memory area while a real argument 
of function cal is an a汀ayand virtual arguments of function description are some types in 
programming with means of C language. The result is that the pointer in real memory area 
is only taken even in the forms of any types of virtual argument. 
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